Technology
Use more, use it better

Faculty, digital learning leaders,
and students agree
Two recent surveys1 show strong support for the thoughtful use of
more technology in higher education. Faculty and institutions are
seeking innovative and rigorous ways to answer growing student
demands for digital learning. This solid consensus creates valuable
opportunities to help students learn in new ways, improving
outcomes and accessibility.
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PLENTY OF TECH EARLY ADOPTERS ON CAMPUS
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Like to experiment with new teaching methods/tools
(Faculty 68%, Leaders 80%)
They’ve succeeded with ed tech before
(Faculty 66%, Leaders 85%)
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MORE FACULTY ARE TEACHING ONLINE
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Have you taught an online course for credit?

ONLINE/BLENDED IS MAKING THEM BETTER TEACHERS
Faculty who’ve taught online say it’s helping them
improve as instructors:
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project-based
learning

Empirical evidence strongly suggests that
blended learning conditions… produce
4
significant gains in student learning.
—EDUCAUSE

STUDENTS WANT MORE TECH, TOO

79%

of students prefer courses that integrate
online components for “some, half, or
most” of content — a percentage that’s
grown four straight years

BUT NOT ALL TECH IS EQUAL...
Among today’s most widely available classroom technologies,
students especially want more of these:5

• Early alerts of academic trouble
• E-books or Etextbooks
• Educational games or simulations
• Electronic resources from publishers
• Laptop-based learning tools
• Learning management systems
• Lecture capture
• Online communication/
collaboration tools
• Search tools
• Web-based supplementary
free content

Greater use of digital resources can improve access and reduce cost,
in an era where over 9 in 10 faculty say textbooks cost too much
STUDENTS ARE SELF-SUFFICIENT “DIY” TECH USERS
Today, few demand faculty “tech support”...

63%
figure out
solutions on
their own

62%

search Google,
YouTube, and
other online
resources

this is digital learning

51%
ask friends

Only

1 in 4
ask college
help desks
or instructors

Connect, extend, and expand the learning experience
with interactive content and tools that meet learners
where they are.

Explore the research and discover your opportunities
at pearson.com/technology-on-campus
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High support = “5” or “4” on a 5-point scale of “comfort” with more use of ed tech. Low support = “1” or “2”.
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Defined as a course “combining in-person meetings and online course content.”
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